Wood, General Aspects

Balsa wood is a hardwood,
but Douglas Fir is a softwood
• How can this be?
• The distinction between hard and soft wood is
generally that conifers are softwoods, and broadleaf
trees (oak, birch, poplar…) are hardwoods.
• Specifically, the distinction is based on the seed form.
Hardwoods have an encapsulated seed (acorn,
chestnut…) while Softwoods (pine, fir) seeds are not
encapsulated.

A partial list
• Hardwoods
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Hickory
Hard maple
Birch
Beech
Oak
Ash
Black Walnut
Black Cherry
Butternut
Aspen
Basswood
Balsa

• Softwoods
–
–
–
–
–
–
–
–

Spruce
Eastern White Pine
Southern Yellow Pine
Larch
Eastern Red Cedar
Hemlock
Redwood
Douglas Fir
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A bundle of straws
•

•

•

To Understand Wood,
it’s helpful to consider a
tree as a bundle of
straws.
The tree uses these
straws to move water
upwards, and sugars
produced by
photosynthesis
downwards.
These vertical hollow
cell structures are
augmented by diagonal
or horizontal tubes
called Rays.
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Springwood & Summerwood
•

The growth rate of trees is
faster in the spring, and slower
in the summer.
The faster growing cells
(springwood) are less dense per
square inch, (larger cells)

•

•

The slower growing cells are
more dense pre square inch
(summerwood). Smaller cells
due to less favorable growing
conditions
The rings made by the
alternating layers of springwood
and summerwood are also
referred to as growth rings

•

A Pithy subject..

•

•

•

This slice of old growth
Southern Yellow Pine
shows a period of rapid
growth (lots of
springwood) in its early
years
Cells surrounding the
very center of the tree
(the Pith) are special
fast growing (large cells
at a low density per
square inch)…not so
strong.
As this tree matured, its
growth slowed (climate
or condition change?)
making the amount of
summerwood (stronger)
and springwood more
equal
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A thin layer of life...
•

•

•

•

With all these straws and
tubes moving water and
sugars, it sounds like a tree
trunk is alive with activity.
Not so, it turns out only a
thin layer of cells, the
Cambium, next to the bark
are alive.
These specialized cells
make sapwood towards the
inside of the tree, and bark
towards the outside.
That’s why cutting a strip of
bark down to the wood all
around a tree kills it,
girdling cuts the cambium
off from its food supply.

Heartwood & Sapwood
•

•

•

•

The purpose of all these cells is to
keep the water and nourishing
sugars flowing to keep the tree
alive.
As the tree adds layers of spring
and summerwood, the center of the
tree becomes too far away from the
nourishment flow and dies.
This dead center portion of the tree
is called Heartwood. Heartwood
often accumulates oils and
chemicals which preserve it so it
can acts as structure for the tree
The surrounding wood is called
Sapwood, and functions as conduits
for sugars and water.

Rot & Sapwood
•

Sapwood is generally
softer and less durable
wood.

•

Heartwood is generally
harder and more
durable wood

•

In rot resistant woods
like Cedar and
Redwood, only the
heartwood
accumulates the oils ,
resins, and extractives
that make it rot
resistant. The
sapwood still rots!
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Water, the key to shrinkage
•
•

•

•

After a tree is cut, it begins
losing water… Lots of water.
A 10 pound stick of wood you
buy at the lumber yard
weighed over 50 pounds
when it was cut.
Much of the water is inside the
wood cells (the bundle of
straws remember?) This water
is called Free water
Some of this water was in the
cell walls themselves (this is

Some wood holds lots (and lots)
called bound water)
of
• Wood can seldom be
water. The sapwood in redwood
completely dry. Some bound
holds water weighing 210
water remains in the cell
walls.
percent of the dry wood weight.

• As the log loses
water, the cells begin
to dry out, and the
wood begins to shrink.

Shrinkage

• The log shrinks in
three directions
– Along its
circumference
(tangential
shrinkage)
– Along its long axis
(longitudinal)
– Along it’s radius
(radial shrinkage)

Tangential Shrinkage
•

•

•

•

When the water leaves the wood
cell walls, the diameter of the cell
gets smaller.
With more cells making up the
outer rings of the log, the number
of cells shrinking is greatest, so the
crack is large at the perimeter.
With a smaller number of cells
making up the diameter of the
inner rings, the number of cells
shrinking is less, so the crack is
smaller.
This type of shrinkage is called
Tangential shrinkage and accounts
for the greatest amount of
shrinkage in wood. (6 to 12%)
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Radial Shrinkage

• When the cells lose
water and shrink, the
actual diameter of the
log diminishes.
• This is Radial
Shrinkage, and it
accounts for 3 - 5% of
total shrinkage.

Longitudinal Shrinkage
• Since most of the
wood cells run
vertically, there are
few cell walls to shrink
along the long axis.
• But as the few cells
perpendicular to the
long axis (rays) shrink,
there is a little
shrinkage. (less than
3%)

Shrinkage and distortion
•

•

•

These shrinkage
characteristics become
critical when we are trying
to use wood in a precise
way.
Trimwork, furniture, even
hardwood flooring will
distort if it comes from the
part of the log tangential
to the logs circumference.
Wood coming from a part
of the log perpendicular to
its circumference will
remain stable with
minimal distortion.
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Wood glue

•
•

The wood cells are held together by a natural glue substance called lignin. The
strength of this bond varies from species to species.
The density of the cells being greater in the summerwood than the springwood
means there is more bonded cells per square inch in summerwood. This makes
the shrinkage cracks smaller in dense woods (lots of summerwood) than in wood
not as dense with summerwood.

Sawyers
choice
•

•

Plainsawing

•
•

•

•

•

The sawyer can
begin by cutting the
log into quarters, or
sawing it into slabs.
Each will yield a
different grain
exposure, and give
different shrinkage
characteristics

When Sawyers look at a log,
they see lumber.
The appearance of the grain,
shrinkage characteristics, and
amount of wasted wood
depend on how the sawyer
cuts the log.
Plain slicing has become a
common method of cutting
the log into slabs
Some slices will yield boards
with nearly vertical grain (very
stable most movement is in
thickness)
Many will have very flat grain
patterns exposed (growth
rings tangent to board face)
These boards move mostly in
their width, can be prone to
cupping.
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Why is it less stable?
•

•

•

Since the most
shrinkage in wood is
tangential (following the
lines of the rings)
And since most of the
plain sliced logs have
grain patterns which are
tangential to the boards
surface
The plain sawn board
tends to change width
as it shrinks…not good
for door, paneling, or
table tops!

Quartersawn
•

Quartersawing produces
more wood waste than
plainsawing, so it is
usually reserved for fine
hardwoods destined to
become millwork or
furniture.

Why is it more stable?
•

•

Quartersawn
boards have
nearly vertical
grain exposed
on edges.
Since most of
the shrinkage in
wood is
tangential,
quartersawn
boards shrink in
thickness, rather
than width…
important for
table makers!
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Composite cutting

…waste not want not

•

Many softwood logs today
are cut in a composite
pattern as shown here.

•

This cutting yields more
useable boards of various
sizes, but most of the
boards have flat or
tangential grain meaning
they are likely to change
width over time.

Rot resistance…a tale of two 4x4’s
•

As heartwood is formed, some species of
trees collect resins and chemical
substances called extractives in the cells
of the heartwood.
Some of these extractives are toxic to the
bacteria and fungi which are primary
decay mechanisms. The result is a decayresistant wood.
Common decay resistant woods include
– Redwood
– Cedar, western red or Eastern
– Cypress
– Chestnut
In each of these species, the heartwood is
the only decay resistant wood, sapwood
will still decay!
To get heartwood specify “All heart”

•

•

•

•

3,500 years in the
making
•

Redwood is a product of the forest
ecosystem of Northern California. It
is a slow growing (see how close
the rings are) tree taking between
500 and 3,500 years. Redwoods
are the tallest living things on earth.

•

I’m not sure some suburban deck is worth cutting
one of these giants down.
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•

Harvested

•
•

•

•

•

To address the need for decay resistance
various coatings and treatments have
been developed.
One of the oldest was to burn (char) the
end of the wood going into the ground.
Creosote, a by product of coal oil came
next, but is not used much in construction
today.
Pentachlorophenol came next, but was
too toxic and couldn’t be painted. (but still
used for laminated wood)
Waterborne salts are the the current
standard most commonly applied by
pressure impregnation in southern yellow
pine, this CCA treatment gives 10 to 30
years of life before deterioration sets in.
CCA stands for Chromated Copper
Arsenate...

Chromated Copper Arsenate
•

Chromated Copper Arsenate

•

A note about personal safety….

– Copper and Arsenic are toxic in your blood
stream (as are lead, mercury…)
– NEVER burn cca treated wood, it releases
toxics
– ALWAYS wear a dust mask when sanding
treated wood.
– ALWAYS pull splinters from CCA lumber
out of your skin as soon as possible.
– ALWAYS wash your hands after working
with CCA before eating, putting a pinch of
tobacco in your mouth…
– Wash the clothes that get covered with CCA
sawdust separately from the rest of the
household wash.

Chromated Copper Arsenate
•

The years of protection offered by CCA
varies with the amount of CCA retained by
the wood.
– .25 lbs./cu.ft.=exterior above ground use
– .40 lbs./cu.ft=ground contact with fresh
water
– .60 lbs./cu.ft.=wood foundation use
– 1.25lbs/cu.ft.=Salt water contact

•

CCA treatment may be done before or
after kiln drying and surface operations.
– If its dried and surfaced after cca treatment,
there will be less warping, cupping,…
– If it is dried and surfaced before treatment, it
may be less precise, prone to movement,
…and really heavy.
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CCA voluntarily phased out by wood
preserving industry in February 2002.
•

January 1, 2004 EPA bans sale
for residential uses.

•

Primary concern was the arsenic

•

Will still be produced for Marine
(salt water exposure) applications,
but generally will only be available
to builders, not consumers.

Alternatives to CCA
Copper Azole: (CBA) (since 1992)
• Half copper azole, half boric acid
• Better against termites
• Approved for above ground, ground
contact and freshwater immersion
Copper Quat (ACQ) (since 1993)
• Ammonical Copper Quaternary
• Tradenames: +Preserve” or
“Naturewood”
• Corrosive to standard steel
fastners…use stainless or hot dipped
galvanized nails
• Approved for above ground (.25),
ground contact (.40) and freshwater
immersion (.40)
Sodium Borates (SBX) (since 1950)
• Above ground rated
• Not for direct water exposure (no rain)
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Fasteners
•

Above ground in treated wood, hot dipped galvanized (ASTMA153 1.85 ounces of zinc per square foot, minimum.) or
stainless steel type 304 or 316.

•

Below ground, type 304 or 316 stainless steel always.

•

If termite barriers, flashing, joist hangars, hurricane clips, or ties
are used, they should be the same as the fasteners (stainless
hangars with stainless nails, hot dipped hangars with hot dipped
nails)

•

Truss plates too!

•

No carbon steel or aluminum in contact with treated wood!

When is decay resistance
required?
•
•
•
•

Anyplace wood joists are less than 18” above dirt
Anyplace wood beams or girders are less than 12” above dirt
Anyplace plates, sills and / or sleepers are in direct contact with
masonry or concrete which is in direct contact with the earth.
Wood framing members or sheathing less than 8” from the soil

Wood Sizes
• Timbers are wood 5” x 5” or larger
• Planks (for scaffolding) 2 to 3” thick, 8” and wider
• Dimensional lumber 2” to 4” thick, 2” and wider
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A 2 x is a 2 x is a 2x...
•

This top stud was
cut out of a 1930’s
era house in
Blacksburg, you
can see it
measures 2 1/8” by
4 inches.

•

The stud at the
bottom was cut out
of a 1990’s era
house in
Blacksburg. You
can see it
measures
3 1/2” by 1 1/2”

Dimensional Lumber…2x4’s aren’t 2x4
•

•

1 1/2” 1 1/2” 1 1/2” 1 1/2” 1 1/2”

5 1/2”
7 1/4”

3 1/2”

•

So today if we went to a lumber
yard and ordered a 2x4, we would
be handed a 1 1/2 x 3 1/2. The term
2x4 would be called a NOMINAL
dimension.
The 1 1/2 x 3 1/2 is called the
ACTUAL dimension
Due to surfacing operations, and
the need for standard sized lumber
across the country, the traditional
lumber sizes have undergone some
changes.

9 1/4”
11 1/4”

Splinter free
•

1930 lumber

•
•

1990 dimension lumber

In addition to becoming smaller,
dimension lumber has become more
refined.
The surfacing process planes smooth
the surfaces of the boards
This surfacing operation also rounds
the corners of each board, this
minimizes the formation of splinters,
which make it easier to burn, and
keeps splinters out of carpenters
hands…happier carpenters.
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Quality Control
•

•

This stick of lumber is Douglas Fir,
was surfaced after being kiln dried
to less than 19% moisture. Further
it has been machine tested for
bending capacity and is certified to
2400 psi. under the Western Wood
Products grading rules

•

Since about 1920, lumber has
been visually graded as it
passed the grader on the
production line.
Graders evaluate each board
for defects (knots, shake,
splits…) and the wood is
graded accordingly.
Each graded piece of wood is
then stamped to communicate
its grade and characteristics
to the builder and inspector.

Lets see that again
•
•

•
•
•
•

This stick of lumber is Douglas Fir,
Has a modulus of elasticity of
2,000,000 psi (force req’d to stretch
it to twice its length or compress it
to half it’s length)
was surfaced after being kiln dried
to less than 19% moisture.
Further it has been machine tested
for bending capacity and
is certified to 2400 psi. under
the Western Wood Products
grading rules

•

•

Other points
of interest in
the stamps…
MC15 - dried
to 15%
moisture

•

Stud grade,
don’t make
spanning
members out
of this wood!

•

Mill number,
Produced at
mill #12
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More de-coding…arble garble
•

Wood will also be described
as s1s, s2s, s4s.

•

This just indicates how many
sides of the wood have been
surfaced.
If this stick of lumber was
sawn on three sides, and
surfaced on the red side it
would be designated S1S
(surfaced 1 side)

•

More de-coding…arble garble
•

Wood will also be described
as s1s, s2s, s4s.

•

This just indicates how many
sides of the wood have been
surfaced.
If this stick of lumber was
sawn on two sides, and
surfaced on the two red sides
it would be designated S2S
(surfaced 2 sides)

•

Besides sawn lumber
•

•

David Smith, Forestry
professor at VT said
he was disassembling
an old house on a
woodlot, and found the
sheathing boards to be
made of 1 inch thick
12 foot long slabs of
poplar over 2 feet
wide!
In construction, there
is often a need for a
material wider than a
12 inch board.
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Plywood…the beginning of the end?
•

•

•

Grain direction

Plywood was developed for
use by the furniture industry as
drawer bottoms, and cabinet
backs. (Egyptians used it in
5500 BC)
As early as 1930, Henry Ford
was experimenting with
plywood as the floor boards of
the model “A”
Plywood didn’t gain much of
the builders market until after
WWII. It slowly made its way
into the market and replaced
1x4 and 1x6 boards as wall,
roof, and floor sheathing.

Lots of exposed
straws

Ply 1

•

Plywood is always laid up as an odd
number of layers.

Ply 2

•

Each layer is oriented differently than
the layers adjacent to it so the
plywood develops strength in both
axis

•

At the panel edges, the end grain,
those open straws are exposed…just
waiting to draw in water…and begin
to rot.

•

So just like in sawn wood, plywood in
the building must be detailed to
protect, never expose, the endgrain

Grain direction

Grain direction
Ply 3

Grain direction
Ply 4

Grain direction
Ply 5

Plywood Appearance
•

Each side of the sheet may have a different face grade
– Grade “A” is the highest quality appearance, is sanded, and is limited to
18 repaired defects or boat patches in the face
– Grade “B’ is sanded, has some patches, some minor splits, but no voids
or defects that would show through paint
– Grade “C” - defects and patches are acceptable but the face is still
sanded
– Grade “D” has defects, voids, and is unsanded limited to exposure 1 or
interior panels.

•
•
•

What grade would be most appropriate for a cabinet door face where
both sides are exposed to view?
What grade would be most appropriate for use as roof sheathing
where neither face would show?
What grade would be most appropriate for use as a painted exterior
ceiling (soffit) where one side would show and be painted?
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Plywood Glue
•
•
•
•
•
•

A product having such a wide range of use as plywood has to
offer a wide range of glues holding the plies together.
Marine glue: will resist immersion in water for decades
Exterior glue: will resist water induced delamination for decades,
but cannot stand immersion in water (no good for boats!)
Exposure I glue: will give extended resistance to being wetted
(same glue as exterior but bonding to plies varies)
Exposure II glue will give up to approx 30 days resistance to
being wetted
Interior glue cannot be exposed to high humidity or being
wetted. Dry interior use only!

Grading

•

Like solid sawn lumber,
Plywood is graded
according to its physical
characteristics
– Its thickness 23/32”
– Its span as roof sheathing
48”
– Its span as wall sheathing
24”
– The adhesive durability
– The mill that made the
sheet
– The HUD standard it meets
– The product standard it
meets

Sizes
•
•
•

Most domestically produced plywood is sold as 4 foot by 8 foot
sheets.
These 4x8 sheets actually measure 4x8 in most cases.
Thicknesses are nominally called 1/2 inch, 3/4 inch… but the
actual thickness of a 1/2 inch panel is 15/32 and the actual
thickness of a 3/4 inch panel is 23/32
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Beyond Plywood - Paralam
•

•

•

•

Plywood is characterized by the
alternating direction of the grain in each
sheet.
Recently some products using sheets of
wood veneer oriented parallel to each
other have appeared on the market as
beam type replacements for 2x12 beams
These beams are sold under the name
MicroLam and Paralam and are proving
to be good substitutes for built up solid
sawn lumber as longer span lintels
(garage doors, basements)
The real advantage is that these
engineered wood products are more
stable dimensionally and perform a bit
better than the solid sawn counterparts

More engineered wood…OSB
•

•

•

As high quality peeler logs become
less plentiful, the industry has
turned to its plantation grown
woods to replace the precious first
growth timber.
These fast growing woods (poplar,
red maple…) have high strength,
but are more brittle than the
douglas firs used to make plywood.
Oriented Strand Board (OSB) is an
engineered wood product designed
to take advantage of these fast
growing trees characteristics, while
still meeting structural requirements
similar to plywood

Lots more exposed straws

strand direction

•

Like plywood, OSB is always laid up as an odd
number of layers…usually 3

•

Each layer is oriented differently than the
layers adjacent to it so the osb develops
strength in both axis

•

At the panel edges, the end grain of the
strands, those open straws are exposed…just
waiting to draw in water…and begin to rot.

•

So just like in sawn wood & plywood, in OSB
the building must be detailed to protect, never
expose, the endgrain

Mat 1

strand direction
Mat 2

strand direction
Mat 3
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Plywoods evil twin?

•

Unlike plywood, OSB is
almost never exposed or
painted, so it’s face mat is not
appearance graded.

•

It is available with exterior
quality adhesives.

•

The edges of the panel are
sealed to prevent moisture
absorption….after sawing to
length, re seal all cut edges.

The best? of both worlds?
•

As solid sawn 2x materials in
great depths (>12”) or great
lengths (>18’) become
harder to find, builders are
turning to engineered wood
components to replace the
traditional sawn members.

iMac…iJoist?
•

•

•

•

The I-joist is made from
any combination of
paralam, plywood, osb, or
sawn lumber elements.
These are made from a
continuous manufacturing
process allowing lengths
over 60 feet!
The key is that the cross
section looks like an I
beam, two thick flanges
with a thin web
connecting them.
The flanges are often
sawn or paralam and the
web is often osb.
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Not much wood here
•

Like the I beam, the I joist takes material not critical to
the load carrying ability of the spanning member and
eliminates it leaving a thin web to connect the top
compression member with the bottom tension
member. This keeps the joist light and easy to handle
by the carpenters

•

The thick top and bottom flanges are 1 1/2” wide to
give the carpenters plenty of room to fasten structural
panels down.
Unlike sawn joists, these I joists are precut to the
projects exact span requirements. This helps reduce
waste at the jobsite.

•

No downside?
•
•

•
•

These joists have been in the market for about 9 years
now.
Early design tables made for sizing these joists were
flawed, the resulting floors would show excessive bounce
and deflection.
The table problem is solved today with a new set of
design values.
Fire Marshalls in some Chicago suburbs are questioning
the equality of the I joist and sawn joist in fire situations.
12 fire fighters have died, in buildings where the I joist
floor has collapsed prematurely. The thin web burns
through in much less time than a typical 2x12 sawn joist.

Future Wood
•

•

•

Current resource
awareness is driving
innovative thinking
about both wood and
plastic.
This extrusion is made
from a blend of recycled
wood fibers and
recycled polyethylene
plastic.
TimberTech promotes
this material as longer
lasting than treated,
while remaining warp
free, and skid
resistance.
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